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University Suite Bed and Breakfast 

"Comfortable Accommodations"

University Suite Bed and Breakfast is a charming bed and breakfast that

offers cozy accommodation facilities. Located in the beautiful Old

Strathcona neighborhood, the B&B promises utmost privacy owing to its

policy of having only batch of guests at one time. It can accommodate a

maximum of three people at once, only. This quaint B&B is a stone's throw

from the University of Alberta and many restaurants and bars in the

neighborhood.

 +1 780 989 3750  11137 81 Avenue Northwest, Edmonton AB

 by Booking.com 

Ritchie B&B 

"Home Away From Home"

Located in Edmonton, Ritchie B&B provides accommodation with free

public parking. A complimentary welcome snack and drink and free

breakfast is provided as well. Complimentary WiFi is included. There is a

fully equipped shared bathroom with bath or shower and a hair dryer.

Cable TV and a streaming service are provided as well. Whyte Avenue is

1.2 km from Ritchie B&B, while University of Alberta is 3.2 km away.

Edmonton International Airport is 23 km from the property.

 ritchie-bb.edmontonhotel.net/en/  9825 75 Avenue Northwest, Southeast Edmonton,

Edmonton AB

 by Porto Bay Trade   

Linda's Inn 

"Homely Abode"

Formerly known as the Wee Sleep Inn, this charming B&B is located in a

quiet residential neighborhood, just minutes away from Westridge Park

and West Edmonton Mall. Linda's Inn is a favorite amongst families and

couples seeking a vacation abode that is affordable, inviting and homely.

The B&B features three bedrooms, each furnished with a flat-screen TV, a

spacious closet and antique furniture that adds a touch of genuine

warmth to the space. A delicious continental breakfast is served each

morning in the dining room, beneath a twinkling chandelier, while coffee,

tea and hot chocolate are available throughout the day. After a day of

exploration and adventure, relax in the garden or prepare a home-cooked

meal in the shared kitchen for a break from restaurant food.

 +1 780 484 1487  www.lindasinn.com/  linda@lindasinn.com  7312 156 Street Northwest,

Edmonton AB
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